Ranger ro

Rangers have superior maneuverability and Trap skills compared to Hunters and Snipers. The
use of camouflage and Warg-riding allows Rangers to ambush and retreat before the enemy can
counterattack. Rangers can also use Detonators to explode their traps to inflict maximum
damage against their foes. It is unclear when or who set up the Ranger special training center
for specially chosen Hunters and Snipers. It is only known that the center would likely be
hidden in the dep forest or wilderness and will only reveal itself to Hunters and Snipers that are
deemed as qualified. People have come up with all sorts of speculation about the center as the
rumors of its existence quickly spread. The most popular guess was that a few important people
in tht government created the center to train their special forces to counter Assassins that
would target international assets in case of a war. Rangers were equipped with their trusty bows
and arrows, their War Warg companions, and a plethora of traps. Though their enemies may try
to block their advance and escape routes, these well-rounded marksmen prove more than
capable of handling any kind of mission. They can employ guerilla tactics to camouflage
themselves against enemy detection and explode their traps when enemies step on them. At the
beginning of the Continental War, Rangers were employed as scouts, infiltrators, and spies.
Their accomplishments were soon known throughout the world. Even by then, no one knew
who was training these Rangers, but it was obvious that the organizers were not working to
protect the peace of the world. It didn't take long for an organization to be established to
directly oppose the increasing number of Rangers. See Ranger Job Change. Rangers can be
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Rangers are given a huge wolf-like mount called a Warg that they can also use to attack their
enemies. They also have new and powerful traps at their disposal, from Cluster Bombs, Electric
Shockers, to traps that can change an opponent's elemental property when triggered. While a
Hunter goes to hunt, a Ranger goes to war. After completing these tests, the player will be
transformed into a Ranger and receive a free hat that is wearable at lvl as well as a stat boosting
ring. Build suggestion. Flee is mostly only useful in one-on-one situations, or if another player
is the primary tank for mobs of monsters. Warg Strike is the main attack for this build, which
relies on LUK for proc rates. But, keep in mind that Camouflage was changed nerfed and has to
be recast it after any attack. This is a balance between pure autowarg and arrow storm builds.
Refining the white wing suit and bow, and applying the right elemental converter will further
boost the damage. These equipments, however, can be expensive to new players. Therefore,
partying at the early level is highly advised to improve survivability and continuity.
Recommended skill progression:. Trapper is a build of ranger which is completely different with
typical ranger build. This build uses dagger and shield to provide more defense. Since most of
trap damage relies on status dex, int and little str , not gears, so trapper can choose many
defensive gear without having to worry the trap damage will change significantly. This build
also rely on vit and luk as defensive stat, not agi, since trapper mostly mobbing. So max HP,
soft def and perfect dodge will help a lot. However, the headgear can be carded as normal.
White Wing Set:. Must wear the full set for maximum Arrow Storm damage. Some players that
are able to one-shot monsters within a map without the set may opt for a Raydric Carded
garment for more protection however. When upgraded to a high refine, this bow is the strongest
for Arrow Storm and can be very expensive. However, the SP cost of Arrow Storm can be
doubled or more when using this, depending on refine rate. Other options that do not have
increased SP cost:. These are good options to use, especially if they can one-shot the monsters
already. Accessory Options:. It is also an account bound accessory. A Sound Amplifier has a
very large boost to a performer skill Metallic Sound , but can actually be equipped by Rangers
as well. If the party has a dedicated tank, and the player is experienced at avoiding monsters, a
Phen may not always need to be equipped hotkeying a Phen accessory is necessary though in
case the player does get mobbed with monsters. Another option is to put a Phen Card into the
Sound Amplifier accessory of course. Other Phen Options:. And with the addition of new cards
and gears, White Wing Set is no longer a necessity for auto warg builds as it will proc double
strafe skill which may break the hitlock on an enemy. Some of the gears that may prove useful

for this build are as follows:. A garment that can be enchanted to greatly raise certain stats. A
footgear that is very effective at increasing attack speed. A footgear that is selected to maximize
critical damage. Can also be enchanted with various Old Glast Heim Enchantment. Does not
have a slot however. Email This BlogThis! Labels: Classes , Hunter , Ranger , Sniper. No
comments:. Newer Post Older Post Home. Subscribe to: Post Comments Atom. Hunter Sniper.
Rideword Hat [1 ]. It has a higher HP leech proc rate than Vanargand Helm, which makes it
suitable for trapper build. Vanargand Helm [1 ]. Crown of Deceit [1 ]. General purpose variable
cast time reduction gear. Quite useful in reducing Arrow Storm cast time. Evil Marching Hat [1 ].
CD in Mouth. Autocast various bolts while physically attacking. Good gear to increase DPS.
Autumn Headband [1 ]. White Drooping Eddga. An excellent headgear for Auto-Warg ranger to
increase arrow damage. Elven Bow [1 ]. Arrow Storm, Auto-Warg. Orc Archer Bow. This is
usually the preferred bow for Arrow-Storm Shadow Chaser. Big Crossbow [2 ]. Creeper Bow [2 ].
Main Gauche [4 ]. Enables up to four cards to be slotted into the weapon for a highly flexible
playing style. Fortune Sword. Combat Knife. White Wing Suit [1 ]. White Wing Brooch. White
Wing Boots [1 ]. White Wing Manteau. Main Ranger. Increases attack power and resistance
against brute, insect, and fish monsters. Aimed Bolt. Deal high damage to an immobile target,
releasing the immobilization. Damage depends on size. Arrow Storm. No Limits. Fear Breeze.
Gives the user a chance to shoot several arrows rapidly by chance when attacking. Warg
Mastery. Allows the user to call a warg with his warg flute. Cannot be used with a falcon. Warg
Rider. Mounts the user on his warg, increasing movement speed but limiting attacks and skills.
Warg Dash. While mounted, makes your warg run fast in a single direction. Tooth of Warg.
Increases damage and effect of warg skills. Warg Strike. The warg's "Blitz Beat" ability,
including auto-strike. Warg Bite. Deal damage, making the target immobile and unable to use
some cloaking skills. Keen Nose. Reveal hidden targets around you, casting Warg Bite by
chance. Electric Shock. Immobilizes a target and drains his SP over time. Trap Research.
Magenta Trap. Cobalt Trap. Maze Trap. Verdure Trap. Bomb Cluster. Place up to three that can
be detonated. Detonates certain traps, as well as those in the 7x7 area of that trap. Fire Trap. Ice
Trap. Full Throttle. Fully restores HP when cast and increases movement speed increases for
the skill's duration. In this mission, the aim is to test your trapping skills by killing plant
monsters that block your way. After you finish the first test, you will be warped to the 2nd test
area, instructions will be broadcast. Stay where you are and wait for the time to start. NPCs and
monsters that will appear on the test area indicates the time has started. You will be given 3
minutes to finish the test. He will give you further briefing about the job change and check
whether you have attained base level He will then instruct you to remove all of your equipment
and make your weight 0 zeny is not included. You will be warped back to Alberta. Return and
talk to the instructor again. When you talk to Teardrop while doing Step 3, make sure you drop
items left on your inventory other than the items provided to you by the Survival In
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structor or otherwise he will mark you cheating and warp you back to the starting point beside
the Survival Instructor. However, he will just tell you to remove excess items if you are already
on Step 4. When Test Instructor Teardrop is located, talk and choose "I came here for the test".
He will then give you a simple mission of killing 1 Dragon Tail and return with 1 Wing of
Dragonfly in order to proceed. Your falcon will be a great help if you have no more arrows in
your inventory. After passing the initial tests, he will then warp you to the test waiting area.
When your turn is in, you will be warped to the first test area. He will provide you with Arrows.
He will also provide you Arrows when you fail the tests and start again. Navigation menu
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